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1. Introduction and preliminaries. Let GF[q, x] denote the ring of
polynomials in the indeterminate x over an arbitrary finite field GF(q) of
q elements. If A and M are any two elements of with deg M > 0, let A (M)
be the uniquely determined element of such that deg A (M) < deg M and
A - A (M) (mod M).

J. H. Hodges [2; 55] defined the uniform distribution of a sequence 0 (A)
of elements of as follows. Let M be any element of with deg M m > 0.
For any B and integer n >_ 1 define 0(n, B, M) as the number of terms among
A1, A2, A, such that A(M) B(M). Then the sequence is said to be
uni]ormly distributed modulo M in if

(1.1) lim n-O(n, B, M) q-" for all B

The sequence 0 is said to be uniyormly distributed in if (1.1) holds for every
M with degM m > 0.

Let ’ GF q, x denote the extension field of consisting of all the.expressions

(c, GF(q)).

If a has this representation and c 0, then we define deg a m. We extend
this definition by writing deg 0 . The integral and fractional parts of
denoted by [a] and ((a)) respectively, are defined by
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It follows from the definition, that, for nd in ’, we hve [ -t- f] [-] [].
We say (rood 1) if -t- A, where A . It follows that a ’ is con-
gruent modulo 1 to a unique , namely ((a)), such that deg < 0.

L. Carlitz [1; 190] defined the uniform distribution of a sequence (a)
of elements of (’ in the following way. For any and any positive integers
n and/c, define O(n,/) as the number of terms among a, a., a. such that
deg ((a fl)) < -/c. Then the sequence is uni]ormly distributed modulo 1
in ’ if

(1.2) limn-(n, ) q- for all k and ’.
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